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Instructions for Completing the Taylor-Johnson 
Temperament Analysis   

(Non-Crisscross/Answering the questions about yourself) 
 

1.  On the score sheet, please enter your name where it says “Answers Apply  
     To”, the date the profile is completed, your age and then circle the word  
     “Self”.  We do not require you to fill in the blanks for the other information  
      asked in this area.  
 
2.  Please read Question #1 and mark down on the score sheet the first     
     impression that comes to your mind.  Please do not spend time thinking      
     about the each question.  You may feel the need to consider work and home and  
     decide, more often than not, how you have or would respond in most given situations. 

3.  You have three choices for your answers: the “+ Column”, the “– Column”  

     and the “Mid Column”.   The “+ Column” is for your “Yes” answers or “More  

     often than not, Yes”.  The “– Column” is for your “No” answers or for those  
     questions that the most appropriate answer for is “More often than not, No”.  
     The “Mid Column” is for those questions that you are either undecided on or  
      the most accurate answer is 50/50 or half yes/half no. 

 
4.  Please use a pencil and darken the small line in the appropriate column  
     after each question number to indicate your response.  Please do not place an “X”  
     or a check mark over/on the line.  Just make the line bold in order for us to see  
     it clearly.  The “Sample” score sheet shows how to mark the answers correctly. 
 
5.  There is a notice attached to your score sheet to remind you that you should keep  
     the amount of answers you record in the “Mid Column” to 30 or  
     fewer.  
 
6.  Once you have recorded all your answers, please make sure you have not skipped any  
     questions.  Each question number should have a bold dash beside it. 
 
7.  Please do not consult with anyone while you are answering your profile questions.   
     The responses are to be yours alone. 
 
8.  Please return the entire folder containing the profile questions, score sheet and  
     sample to the office a day or two prior to your next appointment.  And   
     please do not make any other marks on these materials so they can be used again.  You  
     may leave them under our office door mat if the door is locked and leave a phone mes- 
     sage to inform us that they are there. 


